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Abstract 

The Integrated Safety Assessment (ISA) methodology, developed by the Consejo de Seguridad 
Nuclear (CSN), Spanish Nuclear Regulatory Body, has been applied to a thermo-hydraulic analysis of 
Zion NPP for sequences with loss of the Component Cooling Water System (CCWS). The ISA 
methodology allows obtaining the damage domain (the region where the PCT limit is exceeded) for 
each sequence of the dynamic event tree as a function of the operator actuations times (secondary side 
cooling and recovery of CCWS) and the time of occurrence of stochastic phenomena (seal LOCA), 
and computing from it the exceedance frequency by integrating the dynamic reliability equations 
proposed by ISA12

 

. For every sequence, several data are necessary in order to obtain its contribution to 
the global exceedance damage frequency. These data consist of the results of the simulations 
performed with MAAP and TRACE codes that are inside of the damage domain and the time-density 
probability distributions of the manual actions and the time of seal LOCA occurrence. Reported results 
show an slight increment of the exceedance damage frequency for this kind of sequences in a power 
uprate from 100% to 110%. 

1. Introduction 

As a part of the collaboration between Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (CSN), Universidad Politécnica 
de Madrid (UPM) and Indizen Technologies an analysis of sequences with loss of Component Cooling 

1 Izquierdo, J. M., Cañamón I., (2008). TSD, a SCAIS suitable variant of the SDTPD. Safety, Reliability and Risk Analysis. 
Proceedings of the ESREL, (pp. 163-171), Valencia, Spain. 
2 Hortal, J., & Izquierdo, J. M. (2008). Exceedance Frequency Calculation Process in safety Margins Studies. Spain, Madrid: 
Nuclear Safety Council (CSN). 
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Water System (CCWS) has been performed with MAAP3 and TRACE4 codes in the context of the 
NEA application exercise SM2A (Safety Margin Application and Assessment). Integrated Safety 
Assessment (ISA) methodology intends to consider all the relevant uncertainties (occurrence times and 
physical parameters) that could impact the considered safety or damage limit. Nevertheless for the 
sake of demonstrating the method within the SM2A project, the analysis has focused on the treatment 
of uncertain times since they were expected to be dominant and traditional uncertainty analysis 
methods could not be applicable. This analysis aimed at understanding the impact of the time of 
occurrence of the SLOCA, the time needed to recover the CCW system, the time to begin the 
secondary side depressurization as well as the availability of the accumulators in this kind of 
sequences. Results shown in this paper are focused on those obtained with TRACE code5

ISA methodology has been developed by the Modeling and Simulation (MOSI) branch of CSN, 
aiming to provide with an adequate method to perform a general uncertainty analysis, making 
emphasis in those sequences where some events occur at uncertain times or randomly. For a given 
safety limit or damage limit (PCT within this paper), the numerical result of this methodology consists 
of the damage exceedance frequency (DEF) for the sequences stemmed from an initiating event. This 
is done along with the delineation of the dynamic event tree (DET) and the identification of the 
damage domain (DD) of the sequences that contribute to the total DEF. The damage domain is defined 
as the region of the space of uncertain parameters of interest where the limit is exceeded. DDs have as 
many dimensions as the number of uncertainties involved in each sequence. In the case being 
analysed, DD are up to three-dimensional. In principle, DD dimensions are not limited (i.e., being n-
dimensional in general; other examples of three-dimensional DD can be found in Izquierdo (2008)

. 

6. 
The UPM group has applied extensively this methodology in several projects78910

• Event tree headers in PSA are usually defined at safety function level, i.e., each header 
represents the successful achievement of a safety function. System success criteria are therefore 
needed to develop the header fault trees. In the ISA context, however, event tree headers 
represent hardware states (system trains working or not) or operator actions. ISA fault trees are 
used to calculate the probability of each system configuration, not to quantify failure 
probabilities.

. ISA methodology 
introduces some differences with respect the classical Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA): 

11

• In PSA event trees, header intervention (i.e., demand of a safety function) is decided on the 
basis of generic analyses. On the contrary, demand for header intervention in ISA is a 
simulation result. As a result the number of possible branches in a header is different in PSA 

  

3 MAAP User’s group, 1994. “MAAP4, Modular Accident Analysis program for LWR Power plants”. Computer Code 
User’s Manual. 
4 NRC, 2008. Division of Risk Assessment and Special Projects “TRACE V5.0 USER’S MANUAL”. NRC. 
5 Equivalent results obtained with MAAP code will be published in an extended paper, and have been also reported in the 
SM2A final report. 
6  Izquierdo, J.M., Cañamón, I., 2008 “Status report on dynamic reliability: Conclusions of the SDTDP/TDS methods 
development: Results of its application to the H2 combustion”. Severe Accident Research Network (SARNET).  
7 Izquierdo, J.M. et al., 2008. “SCAIS (Simulation Code System for Integrated Safety Assessment): Current status and 
applications”. Proc. ESREL 08, Valencia, Spain. 
8 Hortal, F.J., et al, 2010 “Application of the Damage Domain approach to the calculation of exceedance frequencies” 10th 
International Probabilistic Safety Assessment & Management Conference (PSAM10). 
9 Ibáñez, L., et al, 2010 “Damage Domain Approach as a Strategy of Damage Exceedance Computation”, Proc. Int. Conf. 
Nuclear Energy for New Europe 2010, Portoroz, Slovenia. 
10 Queral, C. et al, 2010 “Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology to MBLOCA Sequences” The 
8thInternational Topical Meeting on Nuclear Thermal-Hydraulics, Operation and Safety (NUTHOS-8) Shanghai, 2010. 
11  Due to limitations in the available information for the SM2A exercise about the PSA model, the only hardware 
configurations considered in this analysis are total failure and minimal configuration for PSA success. In a general case, 
however, there would be a separate header for each redundant train of safety systems or, alternatively, multi decision 
branching points with a branch for each system configuration. 
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and ISA. In PSA there are two branches for a header: failure or success, but ISA considers three 
possible branches for a header: demanded with failure, demanded with success and not 
demanded. 

• The end state of a sequence is a discrete variable with two possible values: success or failure. In 
PSA event trees the end state of a particular sequence takes only one of these values. The end 
state of ISA sequences, however, is a random variable where each value has an associated 
probability. Success and failure probabilities are obtained from the sequence uncertainty 
analysis. PSA end states can be seen as a particular case of ISA end states where the only 
possible probability values are 0 or 1. 
 

• In PSA a human action is failed if it is not performed within a pre-specified time interval 
(available time). An action delayed beyond the available time is treated as a non performed 
action. In ISA methodology, human actions are events occurring at uncertain times. A delayed 
action is still a performed action even if it is not able to avoid a damage condition (limit 
exceedance). As a consequence, a PSA success sequence, when analysed in the ISA context, 
may contain a non-empty damage domain resulting from excessive delays of protective actions. 

 
A high level description of the methodology is given by the flow diagram of Figure 1 which shows the 
main methodology modules (blocks) and the overall interactions among modules; see also Izquierdo 
(2008)7 for further more details: 
 

Block A. The Sequence Generation module performs the simulation of reference DET, allowing 
to identify the candidate sequences with non trivial DD (success or damage for all conditions) to 
be analyzed in detail in the Path Analysis module (Block B). 
Block B. The Path Analysis module takes each sequence of interest from block A (Sequence 
Generation), performing multiple simulations with different values of uncertain parameters 
and/or time delays (human actions or stochastic phenomena). Each such simulation, called a 
path, can end either in a success or damage state. Those paths ending in damage state are said to 
belong to the DD of the sequence.  
Block C. The probability and delay times quantification module provides the necessary 
information to calculate in Block D (Risk Assessment) the probabilities and the contribution to 
DEF of each sequence of interest.  
Block D.  The Risk Assessment module calculates the DEF by integrating on the DD region, 
obtained from Block B (Path Analysis module), the frequency density function obtained from 
the probability distributions evaluated in Block C (Probability module). 

 
Figure 1.   ISA methodology general diagram. 
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The analyses can be iterated to precisely define the DD border, also taking the complexity of the TH 
code into account to limit computing time. 
 
2. Sequence generation module. DET simulation. 
 
The objective of Block A of ISA is to simulate the reference DET stemming from an initiating event. 
At present, the simulations of DET performed by coupling MAAP and DENDROS are performed in 
an automatic way12

 

. However, in the case of simulations with TRACE code the sequences are still 
simulated one by one. Coupling TRACE to SCAIS system, in order to be able to an automatic 
simulation of DET, is currently being developed by Indizen in collaboration with CSN. 

2.1. Application to loss of CCWS sequences with SLOCA. 
 
In a first step, several loss of CCWS event trees corresponding to PSA studies of similar nuclear 
power plants (Westinghouse design with 3 loops) have been analyzed to build a generic loss of CCWS 
event tree in order to obtain the candidate headers for the DET analysis that is described in the next 
step of ISA methodology, see Figure 2. These headers could be modified depending on the results 
obtained from the DET simulations. From the results of this analysis the following sequence headers 
have been considered: SLOCA (Seal LOCA); H (High Pressure Safety Injection – HPSI with 1/2 
trains available); A (Accumulator Safety Injection – ACCUM, 3/4 ACC available); L (Low Pressure 
Safety Injection – LPSI, 1/2 trains available) which includes the recirculation phase; and S (Primary 
cooling, at a rate of 55 Kelvin per hour, and depressurization by means of Steam Generators - SG). 
Additionally, one must be aware that effective intervention of headers H and L depends on the 
recovery of the CCW system. That is done by adding a recovery condition (R) to the headers H and L, 
being now HR and LR.  All the simulations performed in this analysis include the hypothesis of reactor 
coolant pumps trip coincident with the loss of CCWS event and manual control of auxiliary feedwater 
system. 
 

Figure 2.   Generic event tree for loss of CCWS sequences  
 

 

Sequences of the reference DET have been simulated with TRACE assuming that the CCW system is 
recovered right after the occurrence of the seal LOCA (which occurs at a fixed time, t=2500 s) and 

12  Fernández, I. et al., 2010 “A Code for Simulation of Human Failure Events in Nuclear Power Plants: SIMPROC". 
Nuclear Engineering and Design (available online 30 April 2010). 
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that all the subsequent actions represented by event tree headers occur (if not failed) without delay 
from the time they are required. A set of 11 sequences (sequences DT) was generated, see Figure 3. A 
sample of simulation results is shown in Figure 4 and a summary of significant results for each 
sequence is given in Table 1, where the identification of each sequence is done by the concatenation 
of header status: a header in upper case means success when demanded and in lower case means 
failed when demanded. Results shown in Table 1 (TRACE simulations) indicate that headers have 
been always demanded at the same order. However, in previous simulations performed with MAAP 
some headers appeared in different orders, depending on the sequence. 
 

Figure 3.   Reference DET of Loss of CCWS with SLOCA (TRACE code). 
 

 
 

The information obtained from the reference DET (DT sequences, without time uncertainty) allows 
to identify in which sequences with time/parameter uncertainty (U sequences in Figure 5) the final 
state is not always success or damage. Introducing time uncertainties an U sequence could be 
similar to different DT sequences depending on the values of the action delays. For example, 
delaying the CCWS recovery would make sequence U0 to change from DT0 to DT5 due to the 
recovery dependence of H and L. Table 2 shows how each U sequence is related with D sequences. 
From this comparison, it can be concluded that for five U sequences (U0, U1, U2, U3 and U4) the 
end state is not always success or damage. These sequences are identified in the generic dynamic 
event tree with uncertainty (GETU), see Figure 5, as sequences with “Damage Domain”. For those 
sequences, it is necessary to obtain their DD, i.e. the time/parameter region where the paths reach 
the damage condition. In these sequences the damage/success end state depends on:  

• The starting time of the S header, which is a human action with a probability distribution 
given by the density function hS

• the CCWS-recovery time, which also has a probability density function h
(t), t being time from the demand,  

R

• the SLOCA time, which also has a probability density function h

(t), t being time 
from the initiating event (which is also the demand for recovery). 

SLOCA

Each probability distribution is described further below. The damage domains are obtained in the 
Path Analysis Module (Block B). 

(t), t being time 
from the initiating event . 
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Figure 4   PCT.  Reference DET of Loss of CCWS with SLOCA (TRACE code). 
 

 
 

Table 1.   Sequence information obtained from the reference DET (TRACE code) 
 

DET 
Sequence 

Time of 
H header 

Time of 
S header 

Time of 
A header 

Time of 
L header 

Time of  
PCT PCT 

DT0 (HSAL) 2619 3100 5773 7400, R 0 622 K 

DT1 (HSAl) 2619 3100 5773 (7400, R) 99386 DAMAGE 

DT2 (HSaL) 2619 3100 (5773) 7400, R 0 622 K 

DT3 (HSal) 2619 3100 (5773) (7400, R) 94496 DAMAGE 

DT4 (hSAL) (2619) 3100 5395 11152 0 622 K 

DT5 (hSAl) (2619) 3100 5395 (11152) 86748 DAMAGE 

DT6 (hSaL) (2619) 3100 (5395) 10450 0 622 K 

DT7 (hSal) (2619) 3100 (5395) (10450) 61787 DAMAGE 

DT8 (HsL) 2619 (3100) - 7400, R 0 622 K 

DT9 (Hsl) 2619 (3100) - (7400, R) 21934 DAMAGE 

DT10 (hs) (2619) (3100) - - 16631 DAMAGE 
R means “demanded in recirculation phase”, time value between brackets means demanded but failed 

 
Table 2.   Connection of sequences with time uncertainty and the sequences obtained in the DET  

 
Sequence of GETU (with 
time uncertainty) 

Reference sequences of the 
DET (without time uncertainty) 

Final status of uncertain 
sequence 

U0 (HRSALR) DT0/DT5/DT8/DT10 S/D/S/D ⇒ DD 

U1 (HRSaLR) DT2/DT7/DT8/DT10 S/D/S/D ⇒ DD 

U2 (HRsLR) DT8/DT10 S/D ⇒ DD 

U3 (hSALR) DT4/DT5/DT10 S/D/D ⇒ DD 

U4 (hSaLR) DT6/DT7/DT10 S/D/D ⇒ DD 

U5 (hs) DT10 D ⇒ D 

U6 (l) DT1/DT3/DT5/DT7/DT9 D/D/D/D/D⇒ D 
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Figure 5.   Simplified GETU for loss of CCWS sequences 
 

 
 

3. Path analysis module 

The Path Analysis Module (Block B) receives the sequence and parameter information of all branches 
of DET from the Sequence Generation Module (Block A) and determines the DD of the candidate 
sequences. At present, the simulations performed by coupling MAAP and PATH-ANALYSIS are 
performed in an automatic way, whereas in the case of simulations with TRACE code the sequences 
are still simulated one by one.  

Headers that could occur at uncertain times (mainly operator actions but also events with stochastic 
phenomenology) are defined as Non Deterministic Headers (NDH). In order to take into account this 
uncertainty a time sampling between the minimum time when the header event becomes possible and 
a maximum time (or the mission time, 24 hours) is performed for each NDH, see Figure 6. An 
example of how to obtain the DD of a sequence is shown in next section. If there are several non-
deterministic headers and/or uncertain parameters, a multidimensional time/parameter sampling will 
be needed. Each sample gives rise to a path belonging to the sequence and the set of paths leading to a 
damage condition (i.e., limit exceedance) define the DD of the sequence. 
 

Figure  6.  Path analysis in a sequence with two NDH (headers A and B). 
 

 
3.1 Application to loss of CCWS with SLOCA. Simulations performed with TRACE code 

The objective of this analysis is to obtain the DD of each sequence. With the DD information it is 
possible to obtain the DEF of each sequence, which is carried out in the last stage of the ISA 
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methodology (Block D: Risk Assessment) and described in the next section. As an example, the 
results obtained for sequence U1 (HRSaLR) with TRACE code are shown in detail in Figure 7.  The 
calculation process performed in sequence U1 is the following: 

1. Failure of S header is assumed, with the result of no manual depressurization in secondary side. A 
transient (path) is simulated for each CCWS-recovery time considered. In these sequences, damage 
will arrive at a certain time t0, which sets the maximum time for the (manual) start of depressurization. 
Starting depressurization later than t0 time is not useful to avoid damage and no more analysis is 
required. This region corresponds to time points from the line of Previous Damage (PD) above the 
diagonal that is shown in Figure 7. 

2. Failure of recovery event R is assumed, with the result of no SIS injection due to loss of equipment 
cooling. A path is simulated for each time of initiation of manual depressurization in secondary side. 
In these sequences, damage will arrive at certain time t1, which sets the maximum time for the 
recovery of CCWS. Recovering of CCWS later than time t1 is not useful to avoid damage and no 
more analysis is required. These time points lead to the line of PD below the diagonal. 

3. A set of paths are simulated with different times for the beginning of depressurization and CCWS-
recovery times, always below the PD line. Some of the paths exceed the damage condition (red 
diamond) while other paths do not reach it (blue circle).  

4. The same process has to be done for different times of SLOCA occurrence. For the sake of 
clarification, this step has not been included in Figure 7. 
 

Figure 7.   Path analysis of sequence HRSaLR. Loss of CCWS with SLOCA.  TRACE code 
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The analysis has been also applied subsequently to sequence U0 (HRSALR). The comparison of both 
analysis for U1 and U0 (HRSALR and HRSaLR) sequences shows that the availability of accumulators 
is quite important because it avoids the core damage in a large area, see Figure 8. In addition, Figure 8 
also shows the damage domains for sequences U1 and U0 with a 10% of power uprate. It can be seen 
how the increase of power has modified slightly the shape of the DDs (indicated by the arrows) 
causing an increase in the area of the DDs. 

 
Figure 8.   DD of sequences HRSALR and HRSaLR. Loss of CCW (100% and 110%) 

 

 
 
These results also illustrate other important difference between classical PSA and ISA methods: as 
long as several actions with uncertain time are present in a sequence, the available time for each action 
becomes a function of the previous occurrence times. This effect can be efficiently afforded in ISA 
while only fixed sequence specific available times are used in PSA. For example, in this analysis the 
available time for recovery of the CCW system is a function of the sequence (with/without ACC) but 
also of the starting time of depressurization action and the initial reactor power. 
 
4. Probability calculation and risk assessment 
 
The DEF is obtained by integrating the equations of the Theory of Stimulated Dynamics (TSD) inside 
the DD of each sequence (further explanation on the equations involved in this module can be found in 
Izquierdo (2008)1. This integration module constitutes the Risk Assessment module (Block D). The 
equations of the TSD evaluate the frequency density of each path of a sequence and need several 
probabilistic data that can be obtained from several sources like pre-existing PSA’s and stochastic 
phenomena models (Block C). In the application of the TSD the concept of “stimulus” of a dynamic 
event plays a fundamental role. The stimulus of an event is a condition that makes the event possible. 
In the simple case of a protective action the stimulus is the demand of that action. In this analysis the 
TSD equations the stimuli of all the dynamic events are assumed deterministic, i.e., they can be 
directly derived from the simulation results. In addition, the probability distributions of NDH do not 
show mutual dependences and they do not depend on physical variables either. In other words, these 
probability distributions are known functions of the delay between the activation of the stimulus and 
the actual occurrence of the event.  
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4.1 Application to loss of CCWS with SLOCA. Simulations performed with TRACE code 
 
The data needed are the frequency of the initiating event (Loss of CCWS), the failure probabilities of 
the headers (H, S, A, L) and the distributions of the delays of NDH, see Table 3 and Figure 10.  
 

Table 3.   Initiator frequency and headers failure probabilities 
 

Initiator Uncertainty Frequency (1/year) Distribution 
Loss of  CCW/W  2.0e-3  
Header Type of header Failure probability PDF 
SLOCA Stochastic 2.1e-1 Lognormal 
R Stochastic --- Lognormal 
H Deterministic 2.2e-5 --- 
S Stochastic --- Lognormal 
A Deterministic 9,4e-4 --- 
L Deterministic 5.6e-5 --- 

 
Figure 10.   Probability Density Functions (PDF) of S, R and SLOCA. 

 

 
 
By integrating the frequency density inside the damage domains the DEF of every sequence is 
obtained; the numerical integration has been performed by evaluating the frequency density in a 
uniform grid with integration steps ΔτS , ΔτR  and ΔτSLOCA for depressurization and recovery delays and 
time of SLOCA, respectively. As an example the integration process for U1 sequence in the two first 
dimensions is shown in Figure 11. Subsequently, the DDs for different values of time of SLOCA are 
obtained, as shown in Figure 12. In order to show the relative importance of each region of the damage 
domain, the product of depressurization and recovery PDFs inside the DDs is showed in Figure 12 for 
different values of time of SLOCA. Results obtained from the analysis taking into account the three 
time dimensions for every sequence of the GETU at 100% and 110% of power reactor are shown in 
Table 4. In this table, only the sequences with blue color needed to be quantified with TSD methods. 
A frequency threshold of 10-7 y-1 was established for the SM2A exercise; sequences with lower 
frequency have not been evaluated. 
 
The TRACE results show that DEF has increased by 30% due to the 10% power uprate, see Table 4.  
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Figure 11.   Example of the integration of PDF inside the DD of sequence S1: HRSaLR.. 
      

     
 

 
Figure 12.   PDF  inside the DD of sequences HRSALR and HRSaLR for different values of τSLOCA 

 

 
Table 4.   DEF of Loss of CCWS event tree (from the simulations performed with TRACE code). 
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Sequence of 

GETU 
Sequence Frequency 
(1/year) 100%/110% 

TRACE 

DEF(1/year) 
100%/110% 

TRACE 

Conditional 
exceedance probability 
100%/110% TRACE 

DEF (1/year)  
100%/110% 

MAAP 
UW (R and no 
SLOCA) 1.58e-03 0 0 0 

U0 (HRSALR) 3.94e-04 7.83e-07 
/10.03e-07 0.0020/0.0026 3.94e-07     

/5.22e-07 

U0/U1 (HRSLR) 0.89e-07 /0.93e-7 0.93e-07 
/0.97e-07 1 15.39e-07 

/15.03e-07 

U1  (HRSaLR) 3.71e-07 0.04e-07 
/0.06e-07 0.0108/0.0162 0.08e-07     

/0.08e-07 
U2   (HRsLR) 0 0 N/A 0 
U3   (hSALR) 9.24e-9   < 1.0e-7 -- -- -- 
U4   (hSaLR) 9.24e-12 < 1.0e-7 -- -- -- 
U5   (hs) 0 0 N/A 0 
U6   (l) 0.22e-7 0.22e-7 1 0.22E-7 

Total 2.0e-3 9.02e-7 
/11.82e-7 0.00045/0.00059 19.63e-7 

/20.55e-7 
∆DEF  2.80e-7 (31%)  0.92-7 (5%) 
 
Results included in table 4 show how the sequence frequency is distributed between success and 
damage so that almost any sequence can contribute to the DEF. There is also a non-null probability of 
sequences with non demanded accumulators; this emphasizes the need to distinguish among the lack 
of actuation of a safety system due to lack of demand or due to system failure. Table 4 introduces also 
a comparison between results from MAAP and TRACE codes, suggesting that MAAP leads to a more 
conservative results (DEFMAAP>DEFTRACE). 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
The ISA application presented in this paper has showed the importance of Path Analysis and Risk 
Assessment. In PSA each sequence has a well defined final state, success or damage. However, this 
analysis has pointed out that it is possible to have for the same sequence a damage probability (PD) 
and a success probability (PS).  

This paper shows an application of the ISA methodology for the analysis of Loss of Component 
Cooling Water System with SLOCA sequences using two different codes, MAAP and TRACE. 
Although it cannot be stated as a general conclusion, comparison of both analyses suggests that the 
results from MAAP code tend to be more conservative than those from TRACE code. 

In general, the results have shown the capability and necessity of the ISA-like methodology in order to 
properly accounting for uncertainties in the time delay of operator response and other stochastic events 
along with usual parametric uncertainties in the evaluation of the safety in a NPP. 
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

1. INTRODUCTION
• The ISA methodology has been developed in the Modeling and Simulation (MOSI) branch of Consejo

de Seguridad Nuclear.

The numerical result of this methodology consists of the exceedance frequency of damage for the

sequences stemmed from an initiating event.

• This methodology aims:

– Automatic delineation of dynamic event trees (dynamic PSA),

– to take into account the uncertainties of the sequences. Uncertainties with time or parameter

dependencies like: human actions (time), break area, thermal power, pressures, mass flows,

stochastic phenomena...

• In this application the analysis has been focused on uncertain times since they are expected to be

dominant in this kind of sequences (non deterministic headers),

A E BC DNDH NDHDET DET DET

S5
Branch opening
Branch non−opening
Sampled path

S3
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S4

S1

S0
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

1. INTRODUCTION. ISA methodology

◦ In PSA event trees there are two options for a header: success or failure.

• In ISA methodology there are three options for a header: demanded with success,
demanded with failure and not demanded.

◦ In PSA event trees there are two final states for a sequence: success or damage with damage probability

0 or 1.

• In ISA methodology the final state of a sequence is a random variable that depends
on the performance of headers with time uncertainty: damage with probability PD and
success with probability PS which fulfil that PD + PS = 1.
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Figure 1: ISA Methodology general diagram
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

1. INTRODUCTION. ISA methodology

◦ In PSA a human action is failed if it is not performed on time (available time).

• In ISA methodology a human action never is failed only is delayed (the integral of the
density probability function is the unity).

◦ In PSA the systems failure probabilities do not depend on the dynamics of the sequence.

• In ISA methodology the failure rate could depend on process variables (i.e. temperature
or humidity conditions in the proximity of a pump).

The general equations for the damage frequency are the Theory of Stimulated Dynamics (TSD). These

equations are simplified if the failure rates do not depend on the process variables. This is the case
in SM2A Project.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

1. INTRODUCTION. ISA methodology

The main steps are (simplified version):

Step 1 First, a Generic Event Tree (GET) is obtained from previous PSA.

The objective of this step is only to identify the headers.

Step 2 Sequence Generation Module: A Dynamic Event Tree (DET), without time delays, is performed

with the previous headers.

In general the DET and the GET are different.

Step 3 Transition from Sequence Generation Module to Path Analysis Module.

With the information obtained from the DET is it possible to obtain which sequences with time

uncertainty (U sequences) have a damage domain (the region where the safety limit is exceeded).

Step 4 Path Analysis Module.

Obtention of the Damage Domain in the sequences of interest (sequences with damage probability

different from 0 and 1).

Step 5 Risk Assessment Module.

In this step the Theory of Stimulated Dynamics (TSD) equations are integrated inside the Damage

Domain.

The result of this final step is the Damage Exceedence Frequency.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2. SM2A Project. Sequences with loss of CCW

• The OECD/NEA Committee for Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) has promoted some international

initiatives to develop suitable criteria for determining the ”safety margins”to provide an acceptable level

of safety in NPP. With this purpose, the Task Group on SM2A has been set up to carry out a pilot

application project of calculating the increase in exceedance frequency of damage resulting from a

power uprate of 10% in Zion NPP. Participants: EDF, PSI, CNSNS, STUK, KAERI/KINS, JNES,

NRC and CSN. See paper Safety Margin Assessment (SM2A): Stimulation for further
development of BEPU approaches. M. Zimmermann (PSI).

• Spanish Participant: Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear in collaboration with Universidad Politécnica de

Madrid and Indizen.

• Objective: Increase of damage exceedence frequency in a power uprate from 100% to 110%.

• CSN-UPM Group selected the sequences with loss of Component Cooling Water (CCW) System.

• The simulations were performed with two models of Zion NPP (MAAP and TRACE codes).

• Uncertainties:

– Instant of the occurrence of seal LOCA (SLOCA). SLOCA(t)
– Beginning of secondary side depressurization to cool (55 K/h) and depressurize primary side after

seal LOCA. S(t)
– Recovery time of CCW system. R(t)

In this presentation only the results from TRACE are showed (about 80 simulations) (MAAP
analysis is included in SM2A final report).
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Human actions in a PWR
Westinghouse design

S(t)
Check if SI flow

Step 7

SG levels
Check intact 

Step 3

Step 11
Check if RCS cooldown

and depressurization
is required

Check SG levels

Step 25

Step 34

is intact
Check if RCS

Step22

Step 17

Verify reactor trip

Step 1

should be stopped
Check if RCPs 

Step 1 Step 1

Reset SI

Check intact 
SG levels

Step 5

Initiate RCS cooldown
Step 6

Step 7

Check RCS subcooing 
based on core exit

TCs

Step 9

PRZR heaters
Deenergize

is in service
Check if SI

Step 8

to refill PRZR
Depressurize RCS

Step 10

to cold shutdown

E−0

SAFETY INJECTION

 E−1       ES−1.2

COOLANT

REACTOR TRIP OR
 LOSS OF REACTOR

DEPRESSURIZATION

COOLDOWN AND

POST LOCA

should be reduced

OR SECONDARY

Figure 2: Emergency operating procedures involved in a Seal LOCA for PWR Westinghouse design
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2. SM2A Project. Sequences with loss of CCW

Probability Density Functions of time delays of human actions and stochastic phenomena.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-A. SEQUENCE GENERATION. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA

A Generic Event Tree is obtained from previous PSA,

Header Description

SLOCA RCP seals failure

LR Recovery of CCW/SW and LPSI(1/2) available

(including recirculation phase)

HR Recovery of CCW/SW and HPSI(2/4) available

S Beginning of primary cooling at 55K/h

A Accumulators Discharge (4/4)

Success

S6

S2

S4

S0

S1

S3

SW

ASRHRLSLOCA

Success

Success

Success

Damage

Damage

Damage

Success

S5

Figure 3: Loss of CCW/SW. Generic Event Tree.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-A. SEQUENCE GENERATION. Dynamic Event Tree (DET).
Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. TRACE Code

A Dynamic Event Tree is performed without time delays.

  ⇒

DT0

DT1

DT2

DT3

DT8

DT9

DT4

DT5

DT6

DT7

DT10 CD

CD

 S

CD

CD

CD

CD

 S

 S

 S

 S

H S A LLoss of CCW
and SLOCA

Figure 4: Dynamic Event Tree (DET). Maximum cladding temperature. Loss of CCW/SW with a SLOCA.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-A. SEQUENCE GENERATION. Dynamic Event Tree (DET).
Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. TRACE Code

DET Dynamic

sequence

Time of H

header

Time of S

header

Time of A

header

Time of L

header

PCT

DT0 HSAL 2619 3100 5773 7400, R 622 K

DT1 HSAl 2619 3100 5773 (7400, R) DAMAGE

DT2 HSaL 2619 3100 (5773) 7400, R 622 K

DT3 HSal 2619 3100 (5773) (7400, R) DAMAGE

DT4 hSAL (2619) 3100 5395 11152 622 K

DT5 hSAl (2619) 3100 5395 (11152) DAMAGE

DT6 hSaL (2619) 3100 (5395) 10450 622 K

DT7 hSal (2619) 3100 (5395) (10450) DAMAGE

DT8 HsL 2619 (3100) – 7400, R 622 K

DT9 Hsl 2619 (3100) – (7400, R) DAMAGE

DT10 hs (2619) (3100) – – DAMAGE

The brackets (t0) mean that the system has been demanded in t0 but it has been failed on demand or

was unavailable.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-A. SEQUENCE GENERATION. Dynamic Event Tree (DET).
Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. MAAP / TRACE Codes

MAAP DETs are performed in an automatic way coupling SCAIS (which includes SIMPROC module)

with MAAP.

WRAPPER

PROBABILITY

FREQUENCY
FT/ET STOCHASTIC

PHENOMENA

MODELS OFPSA DATA

BRANCHING

PROCEDURE
STATE
STACK

DATA BASE 2

COMMON LABEL

INPUT/RESTORE DATA

DATA BASE 1

POINTS

STACK

PLANT

STATE

STACK

EVENT SCHEDULER

PROCEDURES
MODEL

SIMPROC

DRIVER

BABIECA
MAAP−TRACE

BLOCK B

PLANT MODEL

DENDROS

REPRESENTATIVE SEQUENCES

Figure 5: Scheme of Path and Sequence Generation module

This stage of ISA methodology is performed in a similar way to MCDET Methodology (See paper of

J. Peschke).

TRACE At present the coupling of TRACE with SCAIS has been obtained but the automatic delineation

of DET with TRACE is still on progress.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-A. SEQUENCE GENERATION.
Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. TRACE Code

Taking into account the results from DET it is possible to obtain the final status of each sequence with

time uncertainty (U sequences):

Sequence
with time
uncertainty

DET (TRACE) Final status
(TRACE)

U0
(HRSALR)

DT0, DT5 DT8
DT10

S,D,S,D ⇒ DD

U1
(HRSaLR)

DT2, DT7,
DT8, DT10

S,D,S,D ⇒ DD

U2
(HRsALR)

DT8, DT10 S,D ⇒ DD

U3 (hSALR) DT4, DT5,
DT10

S,D,D ⇒ DD

U4 (hSaLR) DT6, DT7,
DT10

S,D,D ⇒ DD

U5 (hs) DT10 D ⇒ D

U6 (l) DT1, DT3,
DT5, DT7,
DT9

D,D, D,D, D,D
⇒ D

Table 1: Finding the final status of each sequence

with time uncertainty (U sequences). TRACE code

R      (s)H,L

xxSequences of damage

Sequence of success

t damage

t damage t damage

x
HS=DT2

600s

t demand

8

SG
 (s

)

HsL=DT8

U1

hSal=DT7

hs=DT10
x

Figure 6: Finding the damage domain of sequence

U1.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-A. SEQUENCE GENERATION. Generic Event Tree with Uncertainty.
Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. TRACE Code

U5

U6

U2

U4

U0

U1

U3

AS(t)RH  (t)RL  (t)

DD

Damage

Damage

Success

Prob.

0

1

1

SLOCA
SW

DD

DD

DD

¿?

¿?

¿?

¿?

¿?

DD

U0/U1

U3/U4

Figure 7: Generic Event Tree with Uncertainty. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA.

Only it is necessary to obtain the Damage Domain of U0 and U1 because the others sequences with

Damage Domain (U2, U3 and U4) have a frequency lower than the frequency threshold of SM2A exercise

(f < 10−7y−1).
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-B. PATH ANALYSIS. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. TRACE code.

Seeking of Damage Domain. Example: sequence U1 (HRSaLR).

DAMAGE

NO DAMAGE

IMPOSSIBLE

Figure 8: Seeking of damage domain of sequence HSaL (U1). Simulations with TRACE code.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-B. PATH ANALYSIS. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. TRACE code.

Figure 9: Damage domain of sequence HSaL (U1). Simulations with TRACE code.

The available time of recovering the CCW System is a function of the beginning of secondary side

depressurization and ACC status (in classical PSA this available time has a value but not a
function).

t
REC
U1 = f1

(
t
SG|ACC unavailable

)

An unexpected bifurcation has been obtained. There are sequences with and without accumulators demand

inside the domain.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-B. PATH ANALYSIS. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. TRACE code.

Figure 10: Damage domain of sequence HSAL (U0). Simulations with TRACE code.

Now, there is a different function for the available time of recovering the CCW System.

t
REC
U0 = f0

(
t
SG|ACC available

)
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-B. PATH ANALYSIS. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. TRACE code.

Figure 11: Comparison of the damage domain obtained with TRACE for the sequences HSAL and HSaL

t
REC
U0 (t

SG
) > t

REC
U1 (t

SG
) ∀tSG

Now, the Probability Density Functions (pdf) of time delays and stochastic phenomena (Seal LOCA) are

taking into account.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-C. PROBABILITY AND FREQUENCY DATA.
Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA.

• Pre-existent PSA’s, stochastic phenomena models and operator procedures are the sources for the

obtaining of the probabilities (for deterministic and stochastic headers) to be used by the rest of the

blocks.

System failure probability

Initiator Frequency (y−1)

Loss of CCW/SW 2 · 10−3

Header Type of probability Failure probability Distribution function

SLOCA Stochastic 2.1 · 10−1 Lognormal (µ = 7.4955, σ = 0.4214)

Recovery Stochastic 0 Lognormal (µ = 8.2319, σ = 0.8690)

H Deterministic 2.2 · 10−5 -

S Stochastic 0 Lognormal (µ = 8.2091, σ = 0.4338)

A Deterministic 9.4 · 10−4 -

L Deterministic 5.6 · 10−5 -
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-C. PROBABILITY AND FREQUENCY DATA.
Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Probability Density Functions
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA.

We perform the Risk Assessment in 3 steps:

2NDH Case with two uncertain times, S(t) and R(t). SLOCA happens at
a fixed time, t = t0 = 2500s.

3NDH Case with three uncertain times, S(t), R(t) and SLOCA(t).
10UP 10% Power Uprate.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Step 1: 2NDH

Case 2NDH in which SLOCA happens at t = t0 = 2500s. Example, Sequence U0,
accumulator demanded and available:

φdam = φini · PSLOCA · (1 − PH) · (1 − PL) · (1 − PA)︸ ︷︷ ︸
U0 Sequence Frequency

·
DDU0∑
p=1

(
h
S
p · hR

p∆τS∆τR
)

Damage Probability of U0 sequence

Where hS(t − tSLOCA) and hR(t) are known:

Where DDU0 has been found previously:
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Step 1: 2NDH

Joint distribution of time delays,
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Step 1: 2NDH

Joint distribution of time delays inside the Damage Domain of U0 sequence,

We can observe which region of the time-domain is more important for the probability of damage.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Step 1: 2NDH

The same analysis is performed for each sequence:

• Sequence U0: HRSALR

φdam = φini · PSLOCA · (1 − PH) · (1 − PL) · (1 − PA)︸ ︷︷ ︸
U0 Sequence Frequency

·
DDU0∑
p=1

(
h
S
p · hR

p∆τS∆τR
)

Damage Probability of U0 sequence

• Sequence U1: HRSaLR

φdam = φini · PSLOCA · (1 − PH) · (1 − PL) · PA︸ ︷︷ ︸
U1 Sequence Frequency

·
DDU1∑
p=1

(
h
S
p · hR

p∆τS∆τR
)

Damage Probability of U1 sequence

• Sequence U01: HRSLR

φdam = φini · PSLOCA · (1 − PH) · (1 − PL) ·
DDU01∑
p=1

(
h
S
p · hR

p∆τS∆τR
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
U01 Sequence Frequency= U01 Damage Frequency
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Step 1: 2NDH

Joint distribution of time delays inside the Damage Domain of U0, U1 and U01 sequences,
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Step 2: 3NDH

The density probability distribution of the instant of the occurrence of SLOCA is hSLOCA and taking into

account this uncertainty we obtain (sequence U1):

φdam = φini(1 − PH) · (1 − PL) · PA ·
Z∑

z=1

h
SLOCA
z

DDU0,z∑
p=1

h
S
p,z · hR

p∆τS∆τR∆τSLOCA

Where hSLOCA is:

The hSLOCA distribution is considered in the DD:
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Step 2: 3NDH
There is a different DD for each value of τSLOCA. Therefore the DD is 3D.

Figure 12: Damage Domain for different values of τSLOCA. TRACE Code.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA.
Step 3: 10% Power Uprate

Figure 13: Increase of Damage Domain. 10% Power Uprate. TRACE Code.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Final Results

U5

U6

U2

U4

U0

U1

U3

AS(t)RH  (t)RL  (t)

D.D.(3D)

Damage

Damage

Success

Prob.

0

1

1

SLOCA(t)
UW

D.D.(3D)

D.D.(3D)

D.D.(3D)

¿?

¿?

¿?

¿?

¿?

D.D.(2D)

Ua01

Ua34

Figure 14: Generic Event Tree with Uncertainty. Three Non-Deterministic Headers
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Final Results
Sequence of GETU Sequence Frequency

(1/year) 100%/110%

DEF(1/year)

100%/110%

Conditional exc. prob.

100%/110%

UW (R w/o SLOCA) 1.58e-03 0 0

U0 (HRSALR) 3.94e-04 7.83e-07/10.03e-07 0.0020/0.0026

U0/U1 (HRSLR) 0.89e-07 /0.93e-7 0.93e-07 /0.97e-07 1

U1 (HRSaLR) 3.71e-07 0.04e-07 /0.06e-07 0.0108/0.0162

U2 (HRsLR) 0 0 N/A

U3 (hSALR) 9.24e-9 < 1.0e-7 – –

U4 (hSaLR) 9.24e-12 < 1.0e-7 – –

U5 (hs) 0 0 N/A

U6 (l) 0.22e-7 0.22e-7 1

Total 2.0e-3 9.02e-7 /11.82e-7 0.00045/0.00059

∆ DEF 2.80e-7 (31%)

Table 2: Final results for exceedance damage frequency (Results from TRACE simulations). 3 NDH.

• The results could also be obtained from MC sampling but the number of simulations is quite large

because Conditional Exceedence Probability is only (0.0020, 0.0026) in U0 sequence (this point has

been confirmed in several pilot applications).

• It must be remarked that we want to quantify the value of the frequency (probability) of damage, not

to confirm that is lower than a given value (Order Statistics, like Wilks Approach).
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA. Final Results

Here it is possible to observe where is the most important time-region for the increase of the exceedence

frequency of damage.

Figure 15: Increase of damage domain from 100% to 110%. U0 Sequence (HSAL). TRACE code.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-D. RISK ASSESSMENT. Loss of CCW/SW with SLOCA.
Comparison between TRACE and MAAP (3 NDH)

• Comparison TRACE / MAAP,

Damage Damage Damage

Sequence frequency (y−1) frequency (y−1) frequency (y−1)

(100%) (110%) increase

TOTAL MAAP 19.63 · 10−7 20.55 · 10−7 0.92 · 10−7 (5%)

TOTAL TRACE 9.02 · 10−7 11.82 · 10−7 2.8 · 10−7 (30%)

Table 3: Final results for exceedance damage frequency at 100% and 110%

• The objective of the previous analysis with MAAP is performed only with an exploratory purpose in

order to obtain a prior of the damage domain.

• The border of the damage domain is refined with TRACE simulations.

• The results suggests that the results from MAAP code tend to be more conservative than those from

TRACE code.

• It is interesting to observe that the conclusions of the application of RG 1.174 could be different with

MAAP and TRACE codes because ∆CDFTRACE > ∆CDFMAAP
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-E. ISA Methodology Applied to SM2A Exercise. Conclusions

This ISA application to SM2A exercise has showed:

• Its capability of analysis of DEF of the whole event tree and the decrease of Safety
Margins resulting from a power uprate (Objective of SM2A exercise).

• This point out that it is a useful methodology in order to verify the analysis of proposed plant changes

in the framework of Risk Informing Decisionmaking:

– RG 1.174: An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on

Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis.

– RG 1.177 An Approach for Plant-Specific, Risk-Informed Decisionmaking: Technical Specifications.

• ISA methodology is very useful for the sequences in which the main source of uncertainty is the time

uncertainty of human actions and/or stochastic phenomena.

In the actual event trees there are only a few headers or phenomena with time uncertainty in each

event tree.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

2-E. ISA Methodology Applied to SM2A Exercise. Conclusions

• but this analysis also has showed that,

– ISA methodology does not need to obtain the pdf of PCT, only the border of the damage domain and

integrate inside it.

– In PSA each sequence has only two possible final states, success or damage.

However, this analysis has pointed out that it is possible to have in the same sequence a damage

probability (PD) and a success probability (PS) at the same time (PD+PS=1).

– There is a non null probability of sequences with non demanded accumulators. This is a kind of
sequence bifurcation, there are others.

– Available times are function of other delay times and systems availability.

• ISA methodology also allows to

– Analyze the impact of uncertainties with probability density functions not known a priori, like failure

rates which depend on the process variables.

– Check adequacy of emergency operating procedures (EOPs) and also Severe Accident Management

Guidelines (SAMG).

• ISA Methodology is complementary to MC parameter sampling.
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César Queral Application of the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

3. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF ISA METHODOLOGY

ISA methodology has been applied in several projects that have been performed by UPM in collaboration

with Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear:

Project Funded by Sequences Plant Code Safety UV Application
Variable

EC-SARNET Ignition DD of
2004-08 EC Hydrogen Simplified Fortran condition 3 pressure

explosions containment models Pressure containment
containment DEF

STIM MICINN Cold Leg PWR-W (3L) MAAP PCT 2 A.time
2006-10 MBLOCA TRACE DEF

CAMP CSN CL-MBLOCA 2 EOP adeq.
OECD/ROSA UNESA SL-MBLOCA Almaraz NPP TRACE PCT A.time
OECD/ROSA-2 UH-SBLOCA PWR-W (3L)
2007-12

SM2A CSN Loss of Zion NPP MAAP PCT 3 ∆ DEF
2008-11 CCW/SW PWR-W (4L) TRACE A.time

CAMP CSN SGTR MAAP Dose DEF
OECD/ROSA-2 Almaraz NPP TRACE 2-4 EOP
2007-12 UNESA LH-SBLOCA PWR-W (3L) RADTRAD PCT A.Time

Table 4: Other applications of ISA Methodology
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4. Next research lines.

Our next research lines with respect ISA methodology are:

• New kind of sequences: Steam Generator Tube Rupture, TLFW and SBO.

• Different success criteria for different sequences of an event tree (an application to full spectrum LOCA

will be finished in a few weeks. Simulations performed with SCAIS simulation package coupled with

MAAP code).

• Include new safety limits, like dose limits in SGTR sequences (at present, a preliminary DET has been

obtained and it is under review).

• Parameters uncertainty sampling (Monte Carlo, stratified MC or LHS) and metamodels (?).

New concept: There is not a Damage Domain, there is a probability of damage for each point of the

time domain.

• The confidence could be included with Clopper-Pearson intervals.

• To connect SCAIS software package to the fault tree of actual PSA in order to calculate the failure

probability of the headers in a dynamic way.
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